Teaching Pools
Transform your teaching pool, help increase
revenue and extend your community outreach
by installing interactive play equipment. Play
features can be installed around the poolside or
suspended over the pool tank.
• Attracts new visitors and retains existing ones
• Appeals to more community groups
• No disruption to teaching sessions

• Keeps the play area free from fixed
equipment
• Increases the water confidence of children of
all ages and abilities
• Helps to break barriers of fear of water
through play
• Encourages learning and development
through play
• Provides high visual impact
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Customer
Wolverton

Project
Suspended Span
Arms feature

At Wolverton Swimming & Fitness
Centre an interactive play zone was
installed based on Hippo’s suspended
span arms features. The aim of the
installation is to increase revenue at
the centre by encouraging visitors
to use the pool outside of teaching
sessions by appealing to young
children and pre-teens.

Customer
Cefn Fforest
Leisure Centre

Project Value
£40,000

Project
Teaching Pool
Splash Zone

At Cefn Fforset Leisure Centre Hippo
transformed the teaching pool into an
interactive play area that will appeal to
children of all ages and abilities, without
affecting normal pool uses. The aim of
the installation is to increase revenue at
the centre by encouraging pool usage
outside of teaching sessions. Features
are based on Hippo’s unique Splash
Zone toys.

After

Two 7m span arms were suspended
over the pool, each with a number
of different features including shark
showers, tipping buckets and water
wheels. These provide a strong visual
impact and plenty of surprise and
anticipationary play. To encourage water confidence in toddlers a 4m snake squirt was
installed on the poolside along with a selection of interactive play panels. The play panels
create high visual impact and provide an educational element to play.

Project Value
£20,000

Before

Ten interactive play panels were
mounted over the pool channels at
water level on both sides of the pool.
The panels feature a wide variety of
games and activities while providing
visual, auditory and tactile stimuli. A 6m
interactive span pipe will run at high
level along the pool wall, and will squirt
water out over the poolside, creating a water arch effect.
Six floatables were included and are ideal for fun sessions,
with easy removal from the pool afterwards.

The features have been designed to be installed around the outside of the pool without
impacting on other uses of the pool such as swimming lessons. There are a total of 40
active water points.
After
After
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